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Abstract

The Trial-Ready Cohort for Preclinical/prodromal Alzheimer’s Disease (TRC-PAD) project is a 

collaborative effort to establish an efficient mechanism for recruiting participants into very early 

stage Alzheimer’s disease trials. Clinically normal and mildly symptomatic individuals are 

followed longitudinally in a web-based component called the Alzheimer’s Prevention Trial 

Webstudy (APT Webstudy), with quarterly assessment of cognition and subjective concerns. The 

Webstudy data is used to predict the likelihood of brain amyloid elevation; individuals at relatively 

high risk are invited for in-person assessment in the TRC screeing phase, during which a cognitive 

battery is administered and Apolipoprotein E genotype is obtained followed by reassessment of 

risk of amyloid elevation. After an initial validation study, plasma amyloid peptide ratios will be 

included in this risk assessment. Based on this second risk calculation, individuals may have 

amyloid testing by PET scan or lumbar puncture, with those potentially eligible for trials followed 

in the TRC, while the rest are invited to remain in the APT Webstudy. To date, over 30,000 

individuals have participated in the Webstudy; enrollment in the TRC is in its early stage.
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Introduction

The critical need for effective disease-slowing therapy for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is 

among the most important health care challenges. Advances in understanding the biology of 

AD reveal that the disease has a 15-20 year preclinical period during which individuals are 

cognitively normal but have fibrillar brain amyloid, a prodromal phase during which mild 

cognitive impairment is present, and a dementia phase with more severe cognitive and 

functional compromise (1). Disease-modifying therapies may best be evaluated in the early 

stages of AD when it seems most feasible to preserve cognition and forestall decline. 

Amyloid changes are the earliest identifiable biological changes of AD, and recent trials of 

anti-amyloid agents in patients with prodromal AD and very mild AD dementia suggest that 

anti-amyloid approaches may be viable therapeutics in early stages of the illness. 

Aducanumab, BAN2401 and gantenerumab have all had outcomes in recent trials suggesting 

clinical or biological benefit in symptomatic participants [https://investors.biogen.com/news-

releases/news-release-details/biogen-plans-regulatory-filing-aducanumab-alzheimers-

disease]; suggesting that that earlier treatment, before the extensive accumulation of amyloid 

plaques and irreversible synaptic damage, may provide clinically meaningful gains. Indeed, 

it may be the case that all disease-modifying strategies may need to target individuals that 

are at early, preclinical points on the Alzheimer’s continuum (2).

Very early, large, intervention trials are feasible. The A4 (Anti-Amyloid treatment in 

Asymptomatic Alzheimer’s) trial, for example, is a multicenter trial in sporadic pre-

symptomatic AD that demonstrated that clinically normal individuals 65 years of age and 

older can be screened for amyloid elevation using positron emission tomography (PET) and 

enrolled in a longterm, placebo-controlled treatment study (3). A total of 1169 individuals 

were randomized into A4, though the recruitment process took over three years.

Recruitment challenges are especially severe for trials in preclinical and prodromal AD 

populations, in which the minimal nature or absence of cognitive symptoms means that 

individuals do not to seek medical care for memory decline. While AD dementia trials 

typically recruit from medical practices and clinics specializing in caring for patients with 

cognitive disorders, the preclinical AD population requires a different approach. Clinically 

normal A4 participants were identified by screening on the basis of age alone. As expected, 

about 30% of asymptomatic individuals 65 years or older were amyloid positive by PET.

Therefore a large number of cognitively normal individuals needed to be screened with a 

lengthy and expensive process (including education, behavioral assessment prior to 

scanning, then scanning and disclosure) in order to fully enroll this prevention trial. Thus, 

early stage trials require a method to efficiently connect with individuals who are concerned 

about their risk for AD and pre-screening to identify those individuals who are at high-risk 

in order to reduce the high costs and delay associated with a high screen-fail rate (4).

The Trial-Ready Cohort in Preclinical/prodromal Alzheimer’s disease (TRC-PAD) program 

grew out of a series of meetings of academic and industry investigators, organized by the 

Global Alzheimer Platform (GAP) to address the challenges of early stage trial recruitment 

(5). An academic team filed a successful application to the National Institute on Aging, and 
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the program was launched in early 2018. This overview summarizes the considerations 

behind the design and implementation of TRC-PAD.

Overall design elements and the APT Webstudy

The TRC-PAD project aims to establish a recruitment infrastructure for early stage AD trials 

that will shorten the enrollment period from years to months. Participants are drawn from 

existing registries (“feeders”) plus media and outreach efforts to join the Alzheimer 

Prevention Trials Webstudy (APT Webstudy). The Webstudy is an online tool designed to 

collect brief information on demographics, family history, medical history, and subjective 

cognitive concerns. Unsupervised cognitive assessment collects data on intellectual and 

memory function relevant to possible early AD. Participants are asked to return to the site 

quarterly to provide longitudinal cognitive and subjective data. Each participant’s 

demographic and cognitive data inform his/her individualized risk assessment. The APT 

Webstudy data is analyzed in an adaptive algorithm using statistical models to determine 

likelihood of elevation in brain amyloid; initial algorithms are based primarily on analysis of 

the pre-randomization data from the A4 trial (10). Based on the risk determination, as well 

as proximity to active TRC-PAD clinical sites and the entry criteria for available trials, 

individuals may be invited for in-person assessment (including Preclinical Alzheimer 

Cognitive Composite (PACC) testing and apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotyping) and, based 

on the updated risk assessment, amyloid testing by amyloid PET or lumbar puncture for 

measurement of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) amyloid peptides. Those with amyloid results 

consistent with AD are invited to be cohort participants, followed in-person longitudinally 

and ready for enrollment into trials. Those without amyloid abnormalities continue to be 

followed remotely in the APT Webstudy to continue to provide data for updated risk 

assessments.

The demographic characteristics of individuals currently enrolled in the APT Webstudy are 

provided in the companion paper in this issue (11).

Building on existing registries

In addition to common strategies such as earned media coverage and social media 

advertising, we sought to build on prior efforts to connect with the concerned, aging 

population through registries. Examples of such registries are the Brain Health Registry 

(BHR) (12), the Alzheimer’s Prevention Registry (APR) (13) and the Alzheimer’s 

Association TrialMatch program (https://www.alz.org/alzheimers-dementia/

research_progress/clinical-trials/about-clinical-trials). We partnered with investigators from 

these efforts to inform and invite registrants to the APT Webstudy. The APR, with 75,000 

registrants agreeing to be contacted by researchers, was particularly successful in generating 

Webstudy participants.

While we have exceeded our anticipated rate of accrual with 30,000 consented participants 

to the APT Webstudy, and a rate of 1,000 participants consenting every month in the past 

year, we have not been successful in attracting an inclusive group of participants 

representative of the U.S. population (14). The priority of this next phase of the program will 
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be to address this deficiency through recruitment in Spanish language, and other 

community-based approaches.

Designing a low-burden, informative longitudinal study to assess risk

A challenge noted by registries in the field is that participant retention can be low. In the 

APT Webstudy, we can estimate risk of amyloid elevation using cross-sectional data from 

the pre-randomization phase of A4, but longitudinal change in subjective concerns and 

cognitive performance are expected to significantly improve accuracy. We have tried to 

improve retention by minimizing participant burden, keeping follow-up visits to 20 minutes 

or less, and by optimizing engagement, through sharing of graphical representations of 

longitudinal performance as well as up-to-date information on available and expected 

therapeutic trials using the Webstudy itself as well as quarterly newsletters. We provide 

timely responses, by email or phone, to all queries from participants. These efforts are 

ongoing; more work toward this goal is required.

SRS: a data system to connect high-risk Webstudy participants to TRC 

sites for in-person testing

Webstudy participants determined to have relatively high risk for amyloid elevation in brain 

and are located near a TRC-PAD clinical site are invited to have in-person assessments to 

screen for enrollment into the TRC. In addition to predicted amyloid PET SUVr levels, the 

selection process considers demographics to achieve diversity, particularly important since 

Webstudy participants tend to be homogeneous. At this time, the final selections are 

manually reviewed; after gaining more experience with the system, we will increase 

automation. Selected participants are presented to site teams through the Site Referral 

System (SRS) described in a later paper in this series (15). In instances where participants in 

the APT Webstudy are do not reside close to a TRC-PAD site, they are provided with the 

opportunity to download and print a report that displays their performance on the various 

assessments as well as an explanation of the assessments, that they can review with their 

healthcare provider.

TRC sites are provided a list of potential participants on a monthly basis; the size of the 

geographic referral area and the number of participants to be referred customized based on 

site capacity and recruitment needs.

Recalculation of risk and assessment of potential trial eligibility to select 

for amyloid imaging

Amyloid testing, by PET or CSF analysis, is an expensive and somewhat invasive 

component of the assessment of early stage trial eligibility. TRC-PAD aims to dramatically 

reduce the number of amyloid tests required to recruit trial participants. The first in-person 

visit of participants referred via the SRS to TRC sites includes confirmation of demographic 

information, medical and neurological assessment, cognitive testing with the PACC and 

APOE genotyping; these data allow a more precise prediction of brain amyloid level. APOE 

genotype in particular substantially improves prediction of brain amyloid; if APOE genotype 
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is included in the risk assessment, almost all selected would be APOE ε4 carriers. Our target 

trial sample will have a distribution of APOE genotypes representative of the AD 

population, meaning 30-40% APOE ε4 non-carriers. We therefore assess risk separately for 

carriers and non-carriers to allow control over final genetic distribution. Again, the selection 

process for amyloid testing permits adjustment to support diversity goals.

Enrollment in TRC based on SUVr or CSF amyloid peptide ratio

Eligibility criteria for the TRC is based on criteria, including amyloid levels, for preclinical 

and prodromal clinical trials anticipated to be available at each site. The AHEAD 3-45 

platform, a public private partnership collaboration of the NIA Alzheimer’s Clinical Trials 

Consortium and Eisai Pharmaceuticals including most TRC sites, is currently in its start-up 

phase; this program will enroll clinically normal individuals with elevated and intermediate 

levels of amyloid. Current TRC amyloid requirements are based on the this platform. 

Amyloid-eligible individuals are invited to join the TRC for semiannual in-person 

reassessment including PACC testing.

Connection to early-stage clinical trials

The informatics architecture for TRC-PAD envisions use of longitudinal TRC data as run-in 

data for therapeutic trials. The system is seamlessly integrated with the Alzheimer’s 

Treatment Research Institute/Alzheimer’s Clinical Trial Consortium (ATRI/ACTC) 

Electronic Data System (EDC), is 21 CFR Part 11 compliant, and supports the inclusion of 

TRC data in trial datsets.

Selection of TRC participants to specific trials available at a site is based on the preferences 

of participants in discussions with their site investigators. While TRC-PAD procedures are 

designed with ongoing or coming ATRI/ACTC trials in mind, participants may choose to be 

screened for any available trials. Additionally, the TRC is designed to allow participants to 

return after beling either screened or participating in a clinical trial, meeting the important 

need to the field of retaining and following screen fails.

Incorporation of plasma abeta ratios into the TRC-PAD amyloid risk 

assessment

In a newly funded revision of the TRC-PAD program, we are now in the process of 

integrating plasma amyloid peptide ratio assays into the final risk assessment in-person 

screening prior to brain amyloid testing. The promise of plasma amyloid ratio testing has 

been confirmed by two independent labs using different immunoprecipitation/mass 

spectrometry approaches (16, 17); each finds a strong association between plasma ratios and 

brain amyloid load. Encouraging results have also been reported using an automated 

immunoassay (18). We will assess these methods by obtaining plasma prior to brain amyloid 

testing for the initial few hundred APT Webstudy participants to undergo brain amyloid 

PET. The optimal pre-processing approach and assay methodology will then be incorporated 

into the risk algorithm for the remaining participants. We expect a substantial improvement 

in accuracy of our algorithm, as well as a significant reduction the number of negative 
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amyloid PET scans and CSF draws, reducing burden to participants and high cost of 

screening.

TRC-PAD and Primary Prevention of AD

Our ultimate goal is the primary prevention of AD. This will require monitoring individuals 

prior to amyloid elevation in brain to identify characteristics (demographic, genetic, 

biochemical, clinical) that predict later amyloid elevation, enabling the selection of high-risk 

people for primary prevention trials involving reducing production or promoting clearance of 

amyloid peptides. We believe that the APT Webstudy, with the addition of remote 

acquisition of DNA, and longitudinal collection of blood to assess Aβ42/Aβ40 ratios over 

time (5), will provide the necessary infrastructure for this effort. Plasma assays of Aβ42/

Aβ40 followed longitudinally will be key; encouraging data suggest that plasma amyloid 

ratios predict later amyloid PET positivity (16).

The TRC-PAD program is a work in progress. While we have passed our initial target of 

25,000 registrants in the APT Webstudy, TRC screening and amyloid testing are still in a 

very early stage, and validation of a plasma abeta ratio assay is still in the future. Many 

investigators across the U.S. and around the world are contributing to the continued 

optimization and implementation of TRC-PAD. We hope that this program will accelerate 

recruitment into early intervention AD trials and facilitate work toward the primary 

prevention of AD.
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Key Elements of the TRC-PAD Program

APT Webstudy: online unsupervised longitudinal data collection, including cognitive 

performance and subjective concerns, to inform initial assessment of risk of amyloid 

elevation. Participants are invited to visit TRC-PAD sites based on this risk 

determination, along with geographic and demographic factors

Site Referral System: the informatics module connecting the selected APT Webstudy 

participants to the sites for in-person screening and refinement of risk assessment

Amyloid testing: Amyloid PET scan or cerebrospinal fluid amyloid peptide assays 

determine eligibility for the Trial Ready Cohort (TRC)

TRC: Individuals are followed in-person at TRC-PAD sites until they are enrolled in a 

trial. TRC data are collected in a CFR Part 11 compliant system integrally linked to an 

Electronic Data Capture trial system so that it can be used as run-in data for therapeutic 

studies
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Figure 1. 
The TRC-PAD program. APOE - apolipoprotein E genotype; CFI – Cognitive Function 

Instrument (6, 7); LP – lumbar puncture; Cogstate – Cogstate Brief Battery (8); PACC - 

Preclinical Alzheimer Cognitive Composite (9)
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